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Abstract—A voltage regulation method for slow voltage
variations at distribution level is proposed, based on a view
of the loads, generators, and storage along a distribution line
as point weights. The “centers of mass” of the absorbed and
injected currents (loads and generation, respectively) are com-
pensated by minimizing the distance between them, through
proper redispatching of the power of the available units and
interruptible loads. The technique is recursively applied to lesser
parts of the distribution line to address local phenomena and is
assumed to be offered as ancillary service to the system oper-
ator by a virtual power plant. The favorable results of the
methodology are assessed on a distribution line of the island of
Rhodes (Greece) under critical loading for numerous scenarios.
Unlike previous approaches, the technique focuses specifically
in the restoration of bus voltages within standard limits and
may reduce the activation of on-line tap changing transformers
control.

Index Terms—Distribution network, load modeling, smart grid,
virtual power plant, voltage regulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE PAST two decades, Distributed Generation (DG) and,
specifically, Renewable Energy Sources (RES) have been

widely and largely promoted through national and international
policies and incentives [1], [2]. Despite the favorable effects
of its wide penetration in modern Power Systems (PSs), DG
offers little in terms of system support via ancillary services,
mainly due to the reduced controllability of the units and their
wide geographical and electrical dispersion.

The concerns about voltage stability and control have been
considered crucial compared to other PS quality and stabil-
ity issues [3]. In several countries, low voltage ride through
capability of wind generators [4] and voltage profile limita-
tions to all DG units [5] have been imposed from the early
stages of their deployment. Furthermore, it was noticed that
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the stochastic nature of most RES-based DG units affects
the Voltage Regulation (VR) offered by Transformers (T/F)
equipped with On-Load Tap Changers (OLTC) [6]. Moreover
and despite the provisions of connection and operation lim-
itations, critical phenomena may still take place; i.e., con-
siderable voltage drops, occurring locally, can lead to the
disconnection of some DG units (due to the minimum operat-
ing voltage limits), which in turn causes local loads to be fed
from the overlying PS, thus, further deteriorating the voltage
profile of the distribution network. Although DG deployment
may defer network investments (which otherwise are needed
to cover the long-term load increase), the dispatching ability
of DG units is a crucial issue (particularly when considering
intermittent sources).

This work reviews the methods of VR at distribution level
that are traditionally applied, as also the ones that are proposed
in the Smart Grid (SG) related bibliography. Further, it sug-
gests an alternative approach for slow voltage variations,
which rectifies the shortcomings of previous techniques, based
on the Virtual Power Plant (VPP) paradigm. The VPP con-
cept presents several advantages, since it is abstract, relies
less on the PS characteristics and control, and represents
a simpler organization approach to deregulated power market
models [7]. In the context of the proposed approach, a VPP
offers VR as an ancillary service to the distribution system
operator (DSO), through proper market mechanisms. These
mechanisms are out of the scope of this study. The method
views the loads along a distribution line as negative “masses”
(or weights), while the DG injections as positive “masses”.
Hence, the DG units and the loads of the VPP, which are
capable of Demand Response (DR) are controlled, so that the
centers of gravity of the positive and negative “masses” are
counterbalanced. Taking into account the locality of the VR
problem, the method is executed along the whole distribution
line, as also any lesser parts of it. The idea is based on the
observation that the longest the flow of current to a load point,
the greater the voltage drop; i.e., the aim is to reduce the cur-
rent flowing to any load point from the overlying PS. The
proposed methodology is a tool for the VPP to offer VR to
the DSO, when the latter requests it.

Section II reviews thoroughly the traditional and SG related
VR techniques applied to distribution networks. In Section III
the proposed technique for VR support by a VPP along a dis-
tribution line is analyzed. Numerous scenarios on a realistic
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Fig. 1. Distribution line connected to the grid through an OLTC-equipped
T/F and the alternative reactive compensation placements (C1 and C2).

test system (feeder of the island of Rhodes, Greece) are used
in Section IV, so as to assess the proposed control strategy.
Section V discusses the applicability, prerequisites and limi-
tations of the suggested methodology. Section VI concludes
this work.

II. REVIEW ON METHODS OF VOLTAGE REGULATION

A. The Voltage Regulation Problem [8]

Any flow of current from a source to a load suffers volt-
age drops along the lines. In order for the voltage of all
buses in distribution networks to be kept within the standard-
ized limits [9], [10], the following principles can be identified.
Firstly, the distribution feeders are properly sized to meet the
current and the forecasted future loading of a certain time
horizon [11].

During online operation of the distribution feeders, as shown
in Fig. 1, and in order to ensure close to nominal voltages
throughout the distribution network, the DSO relies (i) on
the actions of the voltage controllers of the OLTC-equipped
transformers and/or (ii) on the reactive power compensation
to minimize voltage drops caused by the transmission and
distribution system.

B. Voltage Regulation Methods

As from II.A, most of the VR approaches are based either
on OLTC control actions or on some sort of reactive power
compensation.

1) Classic VR Control: Reactive power compensation may
be realized through passive or active equipment consisting –
in most cases – of capacitor banks [8], [12]. Passive topolo-
gies are activated manually, while active ones automatically
adjust their reactive power injection, so as to optimize their
contribution to VR.

The VR capability of OLTC-equipped T/Fs is well
documented [8], [13]. However, the incremental realization
and time delays of this control [14] and the various conditions
under which it might cause instability [15] must be noted.
Moreover, the control strategies applied translate to different
effectiveness of the voltage regulation, while they may not
restrain from requiring complementary support by capacitor
banks [16].

All of the above methods are executed in a top-down manner
by the DSO. This approach fails to serve a deregulated energy
market paradigm.

2) SG-Based VR Control: Controlling generators, storage
and loads of a SG can offer VR by minimizing either PS
losses (Optimal Power Flow - OPF) or the sum of standard

Fig. 2. Calculating injected/absorbed current of bus k by neighboring buses.

deviation of bus voltages from nominal value (voltage profile
optimization). In [14] OLTC control as complementary action
on behalf of the T/F is suggested, while in some cases [17] the
voltage constraints have to be relaxed until a feasible solution
can be reached. Essentially, both works notice the inherent
weaknesses of OPF to procure proper actions and a control
strategy to regulate voltage at large. As for voltage profile
optimization, it is realized by:

minimize: f (x̃) =
n∑

k=1

(
Vk − Vsp

)2 (1)

where, Vsp is usually 1.0 per unit (p.u.), so as to minimize
deviations of bus voltages from nominal. In [18] certain num-
ber of generators and loads (one per distribution line or a set
behind a point of common coupling) are controlled so as
to satisfy (1); the reason for this selective control technique
is to avoid “hunting behavior”, due to counteracting control
actions [19]. Voltage constraints are not enforced in [20], but
are incorporated in (1) through penalizing weights; hence, bus
voltages are not guaranteed within the standardized limits.

An alternative SG methodology for VR relies on sensitivity
analysis, i.e., assessment of the voltage dependent derivatives
of the inverse Jacobian matrix of the Newton-Raphson power
flow method (elements Nkm and Lkm) as given by:

[
�P(n)

�Q(n)

]
=

[
H N
J L

][
�θ(n+1)

�V(n+1)
/

V(n)

]
(2.a)

where,

Hkk = ∂�Pk

∂�θk
, Nkm = ∂�Pk

∂�Vm

Jkm = ∂�Qk

∂�θm
, Lkm = ∂�Qk

∂�Vm

⎫
⎪⎬

⎪⎭
(2.b)

A preliminary decomposition of the studied PS in loosely
interdependent areas is applied in [21], so as to following han-
dle the maximum sensitivity of each area separately. Similarly,
sensitivities of all bus voltages outside limits are each han-
dled separately in [22]. The sum of bus voltage sensitivities
is added to (1), so as the two metrics are jointly optimized
in [23]. In all aforementioned applications, every time a con-
trol action is executed, the Jacobian matrix changes, and has to
be recalculated and inversed anew, so as to reassess sensitivi-
ties (only [21] follows this, while [22] barely acknowledges
this fact). Moreover, neither all actors in the SG can be
considered controllable (so as to handle their overall effect
on voltage), nor there exists a definitive rule about which
sensitivities should be prioritized.

Rule-based control relies on schemes that drive the OLTC-
equipped T/Fs, so as to ensure that all bus voltages are
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Fig. 3. Absorbed load currents along a radial distribution line of 200 buses.

within limits. In [24] OLTC action may be complemented by
DG control (that follows a sensitivity analysis as described
before), however, as the authors note, the rules depend on
the complexity (in terms of installed units and types of
loads) of the distribution feeder. OLTC action is primarily
proposed in [25] and [26], in order to enhance the penetra-
tion of DG; although the goal of these two approaches is to
limit slow (long-term) voltage deviations, they fail to serve the
deregulated energy model.

Relations P ∝ f and Q ∝ V are used in [27] to design
a generic active/reactive power controller for DG units at
distribution level; however, as previously noticed [28], the
R/X ratio may well affect the validity of the aforementioned
relations. A control strategy of coordinating all VR-capable
actors is developed in [29]; OLTC-equipped T/Fs and DG
units are involved in this strategy. A VR method that attempts
to minimize OLTC involvement is proposed in [30], however
it assumes on some considerable penetration of synchronous
DG units.

C. General Remarks on the Reviewed VR Methods

The classic approaches fail to cater for a deregulated energy
market model, since they burden the DSO, in order to con-
trol the voltage, while they might have to be limited, so as
not to compromise PS stability. As for the SG approaches,
those based on optimization and sensitivity analysis require
full access to the online PS data. OPF and voltage profile
optimization fail to guarantee VR, while they might pose
as over-engineering or affect severely day-ahead scheduling
economics, if voltage deviations are limited to a few buses.
Rule-based control views the voltage regulation from the per-
spective of the DSO and might require from the latter to
enforce control actions to DG units.

III. VOLTAGE REGULATION BY A VPP BASED

ON MODELING OF LOADS ALONG A

DISTRIBUTION LINE AS MASSES

A. Modeling Loads as Point Masses

If smart meters cannot measure current directly, for three
consecutive buses k-1, k and k+1 along a radial distribution
line (Fig. 2), the injected/absorbed current of the middle bus
k is given by:

Ĩk = Ṽk − Ṽk−1

Z̃k
− Ṽk+1 − Ṽk

Z̃k+1
(3)

where voltages V and impedances Z as per Fig. 2. That
said, the absorbed currents by loads along the main body of
a radial distribution line (excluding lesser branches) may be

Fig. 4. Depicting the idea of compensating the centers of masses of
injected/absorbed currents for the case of voltage drop (a) initial dispatch-
ing, (b) reducing DG power of bus 148 and re-dispatching to DG units on
buses 108 and 109.

represented as in Fig. 3, where the horizontal axis is the bus
number of the nodes along the distribution line and the verti-
cal axis is the per unit current absorbed. Similar depiction can
be given for the injected currents from DG units. As from the
above, a radial distribution network can be viewed as a body
consisting of point masses of absorbed load and injected gener-
ation currents. In this scope, using as electric length of the line
the accumulated impedance from the in-feeding node down to
each bus, one can extract the position of the center of mass
for injected and absorbed currents as the weighted average of
the norm of the accumulated impedance of the buses along
the line that inject and absorb current, respectively; that is:

g =
∑n

k=1

(
Ĩk

∑k
m=1

∣∣Z̃m
∣∣
)

∑n
k=1 Ĩk

(4)

In (4), the accumulated impedance
∑k

m=1

∣∣Z̃m
∣∣ to each bus

k is used as the coordinate of the current at bus k accounted
for in the calculation.

Let the center of mass of absorbed currents be denoted as
gL and of the injected ones as gG. They will be arbitrarily
addressed as “symmetric”.

B. Idea of the Proposed Method

Usually, a single operator/owner is expected to manage
some of the available DG and controllable loads of a distribu-
tion line, i.e., the VPP paradigm will be considered. However,
multiple VPPs may operate on a distribution line. The tech-
nique analyzed following represents a tool for each VPP to be
able to offer VR when the DSO requests and may be readily
applicable in a deregulated market environment.

The VR is proposed to be realized through dispatching or
re-dispatching the scheduled VPP power, so that the distance
between gL and gG is minimized both for the case of under-
voltage and overvoltage. The idea is justified by the notion
that the flow of current from the overlying grid causes losses
(and thus voltage drops) along the distribution line and vice
versa (for the case of voltage rise). That said and for the case
of undervoltage, if the bulk of the loads (approximately rep-
resented by the corresponding center of mass gL) is served
“as locally as possible” by the available bulk of DG available
at the distribution line (approximately represented by gG), the
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Fig. 5. Two different cases for the positions of gL, gG and gGL considering
undervoltage and the direction according to which Ls+ and Ls− are populated.

current flows, injected in the feeder from the overlying grid,
are reduced. Similar description can be given for overvoltage.

This is visualized in Fig. 4. More specifically, the injected
and absorbed currents are calculated as of (3) and given as
point weights in green and red, respectively, while the cor-
responding centers of mass are calculated as of (4) and also
marked accordingly.

C. Determining the Main Body of a Distribution Line

Generally, distribution lines are radial with branches. To
account for the center of mass of the whole line, either a two-
dimension calculation should be used, or each branch should
be considered concentrated to its point of coupling to (what
will be defined as) the main line. Commonly, the length of
the branches is limited, i.e., the second approach is preferred.
More specifically, Depth-First Search (DFS) [31] is firstly
applied, to determine the longest electric path along the line
starting from the feeder. For every bus in the path, a list of
its branches (if any) is populated. The described consideration
implies that the accumulated impedance

∑k
m=1 |Z̃m| to each

bus k of the main line is unique for that bus.

D. Analysis of the Proposed Methodology

To simplify the description of the proposed methodology
the case of undervoltage will be described in the following;
overvoltage may be handled accordingly.

Calculating gG, gL, gGL and their Variance: Assuming
a smart meter infrastructure, bus currents are first gathered
(direct measurements or as of (3)). Then, gG, gL and gGL

(where, gGL is the center of mass of the sum of the absorbed
and injected currents on each bus) are calculated. The vari-
ance about the position of each center is the biased weighted
estimator as:

Δg2 =
∑n

k=1

(
Ĩk

∑k
m=1

(∣∣Z̃m
∣∣ − g

)2
)

∑n
k=1 Ĩk

(5)

i.e., every center of mass will be represented as g ± Δg.
1) Populating (Re-)Dispatching Priority Lists: According

to the idea described in Section III-B, two lists are created,
which prioritize the control actions applied to the DG units,

controllable loads and storage system of the VPP. Let the first
priority list be called as reduction list, Ls–, and be populated
by the DG units, which can curtail their output power (when
re-dispatching is considered), and/or the controlled loads that
may increase their consumption (storage, pumps, etc). Let the
second priority list be called as increase list, Ls+, and be pop-
ulated by DG units, which can increase their power injection,
and by loads to be reduced. The following rules determine the
priority of each VPP actor in the lists:

a. For undervoltage, gGL will be attracted closer to gL and
on the opposite side of gG as per the two cases in Fig. 5.

b. Generated power at the farthest of gL, but within the
width of gG should be replaced by equal power clos-
est to gL starting from the farthest within the width
of gGL.

c. Re-dispatching power from the nearest actors in between
gG and gL is of the lower priority.

d. Power from units of the VPP other than the above, as
also in parts of the line where ΔgG and ΔgL overlap are
ignored.

The outlined priority rules depend on two assumptions.
Firstly, the longest the distance of a VPP actor from its sym-
metric center of mass, the highest its priority in Ls–; this holds
because, according to the position of gG and gL, actors of
such a characteristic, affect less the position of their respective
center of mass to the opposite direction of the one preferred
and more their symmetric one towards the preferred direction.
Secondly, gGL and gL (plus widths) define the window within
which DG power or load shedding should be dispatched. This
assumption is valid since gGL is as farther from gL, as gL is
less compensated by injected (generated) power along the dis-
tribution line. The analysis presented in this paragraph may
be followed also through its graphic representation in Fig. 5.

The availability of power from stochastic RES-based
DG units will be assessed according to some forecast or
estimation [32].

2) Power (Re-)Dispatching Step: The step of power is the
amount to be de-loaded from the first VPP actor(s) in Ls– and
to be increased in the first VPP actor(s) in Ls+, provided this
action improves the minimum voltage in the PS or the volt-
age profile, accordingly. Otherwise, the technique will move
to lesser parts of the distribution line (see Section III-D4).
Every control action affects the position of gG, gL and gGL;
i.e., the (re-)dispatching step should be small enough so as
to avoid retrogression among the position of the centers of
masses (similar to “hunting behavior” [19]). Nevertheless,
this may be handled by readjusting the step according to the
effect of the compensation; e.g., binary-type adjustment, i.e.,
if compensation is small, then double the step, etc. Moreover,
due to the negligible method complexity the step can be
kept small.

In case either Ls– or Ls+ are empty or the available
power represented in either of them is less than step,
the amount of power required to be (re-)dispatched is
noted as “rest” and added to the next iteration of the
methodology.

Although re-dispatching of the reactive power of the DG
units and loads could be an option, this work is based on
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Fig. 6. Adjustment of assumed lesser part of distribution line subject to the
proposed VR for (a) gG>gL and (b) gG<gL.

present energy market framework and preferred policies and
grid codes [33]–[35] that tend to restrict reactive injections
from distributed energy resources. For the case of [36], which
assumes on the capability of DG units to inject reactive power
for the purpose of VR support, the allowed contribution is
limited, while its effect may be negligible (especially for
low-voltage networks) according to the observations in [28].
Such an option, however, could be readily incorporated to the
technique through proper consideration of the R/X ratio of
the distribution line [28] and/or of the power factor of the
injected/absorbed currents. Essentially, the proposed method
represents the worst case scenario for a VPP offering VR as
an ancillary service, based only on the re-dispatching of its
active power.

3) Applying Proposed VR to Lesser Parts of the Distribution
Line: If gG and gL approach sufficiently (to the effect of
rule (d) of Section III-D2) or gGL is found between gG and
gL or the voltage profile is not improved after the last (re-)
dispatching, then the main body of the distribution line cannot
be compensated further and the proposed VR will be applied
to lesser parts of the distribution line (i.e., part of it will be
ignored), defined according to the following rules:

a. If gG>gL, adjust between gL–�gL and termination of
the assumed lesser part of the distribution line as
per Fig. 6(a).

b. If gG<gL, adjust between beginning of the assumed
lesser part of the distribution line and gG+�gG as
per Fig. 6(b).

According to the described methodology for adjusting the
assumed lesser parts of the distribution line, the technique
is applied recursively so as to account for total VR. If the
length of the assumed lesser part of the distribution line
falls below some threshold, then the technique is executed
a second time. The proposed control stops at any point
all voltages or some mean of them are within standard-
ized/preferred limits. This implies that although the method
is focused on the main body of the distribution line, all bus
voltages are monitored to account for the effectiveness of the
offered VR.

E. General Remarks on the Proposed Methodology

The method is not optimal and is affected by the initial
scheduling of the VPP, as also the loading of the distribution
line. It also has limited capability depending on the size of
the VPP compared to the total load of the distribution line.
The above explains the conditions under which the technique
may fail to offer sufficient VR. However, since it is offered
as an ancillary service to the DSO, the latter may decide to
address additional VPP(s) operating on the same distribution
line, before resorting to traditional methods, such as activation
of the OLTC control. Let it be noted though that the system
operator may decide to prioritize the use of the OLTC over
the proposed technique according to proper assessment of eco-
nomics or technical reasons (availability or cases like the ones
described in [6]).

The proposed technique does not require additional reactive
power injection (which burdens the lines with reactive current),
does not involve OLTC action of the T/F, may be offered as
ancillary service on behalf of the VPP to the DSO (based on
limited information), improves steady state stability although
it restrains from a priori load shedding, does not overachieve
VR through voltage profile optimization or minimization of
PS losses, while it may (as shown in Section IV) re-dispatch
the scheduled VPP power without resorting to additional DG
injections or load shedding, thus minimizing the effect of
VR on the economical operation. Obviously, critical avail-
ability on behalf of stochastic RES-based DG units could
be restricted from being curtailed by the proposed technique
orshifted through proper control of the VPP storage systems.
The challenge of fast and accurate measurements on behalf
of the smart meter infrastructure has to be acknowledged,
however both standards [37] and current technologies [38] can
readily handle the above and facilitate the proposed method.
The complete flow of the proposed method is given in Fig. 7.

IV. VR SUPPORT BY A VPP ON THE RHODES

ISLAND OF GREECE TEST SYSTEM

Feeder R-26 (Gennadi) of the PS of the island of Rhodes
in Greece is considered as the test system for the proposed
methodology. It is mostly radial and consists of 119 load buses
representing a total peak load of 8.1MW. The main part of
the distribution line is of CU-95 type, while the branches are
of ACSR-35, ACSR-16, AAAC-35, CU-35 and CU-16 types.
The nodes are numbered between 200-433 (excess buses are
branch nodes and poles). Further details of the test system are
given in the Appendix.

The VPP described in Table I is considered to be operating
on the test system. Its total peak power is 3.4MW, 2.1MW of
which is DG and 1.3MW of which is interruptible load (IL).

For the assumed PS and the considered VPP a large number
of initial loading scenarios were randomly generated and then
the proposed technique was applied and assessed.

More specifically, the level of loading that would cause
voltage drop to one or more buses below 0.9 p.u. was
approximated (let it be called critical loading).

Following, based on Monte Carlo simulations, a large
number of loading scenarios was generated around the
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Fig. 7. Flow of the algorithm of the proposed VR support method by a VPP for distribution lines. (Y: admittance matrix of the distribution line, VPPload(t)
and VPPDG(t): initial scheduling of the VPP actors, Ybody: assumed distribution line to which re-dispatching is applied, rest as described in Section III).

TABLE I
VPP CONSIDERED OPERATING ON THE R-26 DISTRIBUTION

FEEDER OF THE ISLAND OF RHODES (GREECE)

critical loading. As for the VPP, it would be considered either
not injecting any power to the PS (VR through VPP dispatch-
ing) or scheduled at a random initial loading (VR through VPP
re-dispatching). The method is applied for both initial states
of the VPP.

According to what was discussed in Section III-D3, the
(re-)dispatching step will be the parameter to be concerned
and discussed. Although artificial intelligence methods, such
as Artificial Neural Networks, Decision Trees and Fuzzy
Logic could be employed to adjust the step of the tech-
nique, a constant re-dispatching step is selected. Any (re-)
dispatching step below 350kW proved to offer negligible VR
support; that is why the steps 300kW, 400kW and 500kW are
presented.

TABLE II
STATISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL VR SUPPORT BY VPP ON THE ISLAND

OF RHODES FOR 300KW RE-DISPATCHING STEP

TABLE III
STATISTICS OF FAILED VR SUPPORT BY VPP ON THE ISLAND

OF RHODES FOR 300KW RE-DISPATCHING STEP

A. Proposed Method of VR Support by VPP on the Island
of Rhodes for a 300kW (Re-)Dispatching Step

For the case of re-dispatching a random initial scheduling
of the VPP so as to support VR in the PS, it was found that the
technique was successful in 27.66% of the various PS load-
ing scenarios and failed in the rest. For the successful VR
on behalf of the method, the statistics in Table II were gath-
ered and are indicatively outlined in detail for the reader’s
ease. From all Monte Carlo generated loading scenarios, the
average loading of the feeder was 4021kW, with a standard
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TABLE IV
STATISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL VR SUPPORT BY VPP ON THE

ISLAND OF RHODES FOR 300KW DISPATCHING STEP

TABLE V
STATISTICS OF FAILED VR SUPPORT BY VPP ON THE ISLAND

OF RHODES FOR 300KW DISPATCHING STEP

Fig. 8. Voltage profile improvement per each step of re-dispatching according
to the proposed methodology for a 300kW step.

deviation of 101kW, maximum loading of 4341kW and mini-
mum of 3763kW. The scheduled VPP power before employing
the proposed VR method was on average 1056kW, with a stan-
dard deviation of 190kW and maximum and minimum power
of 1595kW and 609kW, respectively. Executing the proposed
method led to an average total additional VPP power injection
of 343±278kW, which in the worst case required 1052kW of
extra injection, while in 18% of all successful re-dispatching
control actions the total VPP active power change was zero.
The interruptible load employed by the method averaged at
333±169kW, with a maximum demand response of 800kW
and minimum of 42kW. The technique required an average of
3.59 iterations (re-dispatching steps) ±1.25 iterations to suc-
ceed in offering VR within acceptable limits, with a maximum
of seven and a minimum of two iterations (steps). Fig. 8 shows
the step by step improvement of the voltage profile of the
proposed methodology for the 300kW step. Table III presents
the statistics of failed VR support by the technique.

For the case of dispatching the VPP so as to support VR,
although not scheduled in the first place, the methodology
was successful in 39.2% of the initial loading scenarios of
the PS. For the successful and failed instances, the statistics
are presented in Tables IV and V, respectively.

The following conclusions are drawn from Tables II to V:
a. Table II shows that the average number of re-dispatching

iterations is 3, i.e., 900kW of VPP power are

TABLE VI
STATISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL VR SUPPORT BY VPP ON THE ISLAND

OF RHODES FOR 400KW RE-DISPATCHING STEP

TABLE VII
STATISTICS OF FAILED VR SUPPORT BY VPP ON THE ISLAND

OF RHODES FOR 400KW RE-DISPATCHING STEP

TABLE VIII
STATISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL VR SUPPORT BY VPP ON THE

ISLAND OF RHODES FOR 400KW DISPATCHING STEP

re-dispatched. Nevertheless, the average change in VPP
power is much less and the contribution of IL is around
300kW. This means that VR is achieved with internal
re-dispatching of the generation of the VPP only.

b. Comparing Tables II and III, as also Tables IV and V,
one can notice that the success or failure of the technique
is independent of the amount of initial loading of the dis-
tribution line or the VPP, hence the method depends on
the initial allocation of the loads and/or VPP scheduling.

c. The average power of dispatching the VPP in order
to offer VR support (Table IV) is less compared to
re-dispatching it (equal to the average VPP power
change plus its initial loading as of Table II).

Due to space limitations, only the tables of the statistics for
each of the rest of the re-dispatching steps will be presented
in IV.B to IV.D. The comments are similar and general remarks
will, following, summarize the findings gathered.

B. Proposed Method of VR Support by VPP on the Island
of Rhodes for a 400kW (Re-)Dispatching Step

The re-dispatching of the initial VPP scheduling yields
59.28% success rate for a step of 400kW. Employing the VPP
just for VR support with the same amount of power dispatch-
ing step is successful in 88.73% of all initial loadings. The
statistics for the (re-)dispatching step of 400kW are given in
Tables VI to IX.
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TABLE IX
STATISTICS OF FAILED VR SUPPORT BY VPP ON THE ISLAND

OF RHODES FOR 400KW DISPATCHING STEP

TABLE X
STATISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL VR SUPPORT BY VPP ON THE

ISLAND OF RHODES FOR 500KW RE-DISPATCHING STEP

TABLE XI
STATISTICS OF FAILED VR SUPPORT BY VPP ON THE ISLAND

OF RHODES FOR 500KW RE-DISPATCHING STEP

TABLE XII
STATISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL VR SUPPORT BY VPP ON THE

ISLAND OF RHODES FOR 500KW DISPATCHING STEP

TABLE XIII
STATISTICS OF FAILED VR SUPPORT BY VPP ON THE ISLAND

OF RHODES FOR 500KW DISPATCHING STEP

C. Proposed Method of VR Support by VPP on the Island
of Rhodes for a 500kW (Re-)Dispatching Step

For the case of re-dispatching the initial VPP scheduling,
the technique was successful in 82.69% of the various PS
loading scenarios and failed in the rest, while for the case of

TABLE XIV
TOTAL AVERAGE POWER OF THE VPP AND CONTRIBUTION OF

THE IL WITH REGARDS TO THE RE-DISPATCHING STEP

OF THE METHODOLOGY

TABLE XV
TOTAL AVERAGE POWER OF THE VPP AND CONTRIBUTION OF

THE IL WITH REGARDS TO THE DISPATCHING STEP

OF THE METHODOLOGY

TABLE XVI
SUCCESS RATES OF THE TECHNIQUE WITH REGARDS

TO THE RE-DISPATCHING STEP

dispatching the VPP just for VR support the success rate was
96.09%. The statistics for a (re-)dispatching step of 500kW
are outlined in the following Tables IX to XIII.

It can be noticed that there is a considerable decrease in the
cases that achieve VR with zero change in the output of the
VPP power. For a re-dispatching step of 500kW, only 10%
of the cases do not require additional power on behalf of the
VPP, while for steps of 300kW and 400kW that amount was
almost double (18%).

D. Comments on the Effect of the Re-Dispatching Step
to the Efficiency of the Proposed VR Support
Methodology by a VPP

Assessing the results of Sections IV-A to IV-C, the follow-
ing comments can be made:

a. The total power required on behalf of the VPP both
for the cases of re-dispatching and dispatching its avail-
ability in order to offer VR is independent of the
(re-)dispatching step. The same can be noticed for the
amount of IL shed. Tables XIV and XV support this
observation.

b. As the (re-)dispatching step increases, the success rate of
the method increases. This is summarized in Table XVI.

c. As the (re-)dispatching step increases, the method
requires less iterations to termination.

d. Taking into account the above comments (b), (c) as also
the observation that the allocation of the initial loading
(either of the feeder or of the VPP) affects the proposed
method, the success rate of the greater (re-)dispatching
steps can be explained as following. It is the center of
mass of the entire distribution line (or, at least, of its
greater parts as these are assumed after applying the
first adjustments described in Section III-D4) that mostly
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Fig. 9. Single line representation of one of the island of Ikaria distribution
lines, depicting a network, which may not be considered mostly radial.

Fig. 10. Example of two distribution lines connected in a loop through
a normally closed switch and the xy coordinate system over which the location
of the centers of mass of load and generation are determined to employ the
proposed VR technique.

needs to be accounted for, in order for the VPP to suc-
cessfully offer VR support. That said, compensating the
centers of mass of lesser parts of the distribution line
has minor effect (i.e., the later adjustments according to
Section III-D4).

V. LIMITATIONS TO THE APPLICABILITY

OF THE METHOD

First issue to be observed is that the proposed methodol-
ogy requires access to online metering data while the VPP
owner/operator may be reluctant to disclose the operational
characteristics of its actors to a DSO or network operator.
However, this may be rectified by integrating the technique
in a web-service that ensures privacy for both (or more) par-
ties involved. It should be also noted that unlike OPF and
sensitivity-based techniques, the proposed method restrains
from requiring knowledge of all loads and DG units in the
distribution line (excluding those of the VPP).

Secondly, the tests presented here concern a mostly radial
distribution feeder with much lesser (in length and loading)
branches. In [7] the feeder of Ikaria, at half its length, splits in
two major branches of equal length and loading (as per Fig. 9).
Although such cases are rare, the method is still applicable by
expanding to a second dimension and considering �g as the
radius of a circle centered at the corresponding g. Further to
this, a more interesting (although particularly rare) topology
is that of loop distribution lines. The main body of the line, as

Fig. 11. Single line equivalent of the R-26 (Gennadi) feeder of the PS of
the island of Rhodes (Greece).

described in Section III-C, could then be viewed as a circle the
center of which would be the origin of the coordinate system.
The centers of mass of the injected/absorbed currents could
then be viewed as shown in Fig. 10 and the technique could
be similarly realized. For any additional distribution lines loop
to the above topology, an additional dimension should be
assumed and the technique could be expanded accordingly.

Although the market mechanism for incentivizing and oper-
ating the proposed VR ancillary service offered by VPPs to
DSOs is out of the scope of this work, it has to be noticed that
in every case, the VPP will be injecting at least the same total
active power, which was injected before its re-dispatching, i.e.,
there are no energy revenue losses for the VPP. On the con-
trary, the VPP will have additional revenue, provided a proper
pricing for the service is designed.

VI. CONCLUSION

A novel technique for the voltage support along a distri-
bution line has been proposed. The technique assumes on
the VPP paradigm and is based on the modeling of demand
and generation as negative and positive weights (absorbed
and injected currents), respectively. The idea of the proposed
method is that, for the case of undervoltage, the closer the
generation to the load, then the requirement for current flow
from the overlying grid is reduced. This is expressed by the
objective of the methodology to counter-balance the centers
of masses of the aforementioned weights by (re-)dispatching
the VPP load and generation. The suggested control strat-
egy is applied to the full extent of the distribution line, as
also to its lesser parts, in order to address the locality of
the voltage phenomena. Compared to previous realizations
of voltage regulation, the proposed technique is favorable at
multiple economical and technical levels. The results show
that the parameter of the (re-)dispatching step has to be tuned
accordingly for improved performance, although the total (re-)
dispatched VPP power is not affected by it. Some policy and
disclosure issues might arise, but there are means for those to
be rectified. Including reactive power control in the proposed
method could be examined in view of changes in grid codes.

APPENDIX

The single line equivalent of the R-26 (Gennadi) feeder
of the PS of the island of Rhodes in Greece is presented in
Fig. 11. The branches longer than 3 nodes along the feeder
are also indicatively marked. The rated power of the medium
voltage (MV) to low voltage (LV) distribution transformers is
given in Table XVII.
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TABLE XVII
RATED POWER OF MV-LV DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMERS CONNECTED

ALONG R-260 FEEDER OF THE ISLAND OF RHODES POWER SYSTEM
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